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Protecting Operation-Time Privacy of Primary Users
in Downlink Cognitive Two-Tier Networks

Xuewen Dong , Yanmin Gong , Jianfeng Ma, and Yuanxiong Guo

Abstract—Dynamic Spectrum Sharing (DSS) has a great poten-
tial in fully utilizing the scarce spectrum resources, and heteroge-
neous two-tier network has been regarded as one major solution
for achieving it. Without privacy protection in operation-time, how-
ever, the primary users will be reluctant to share their spectrum
with secondary users. In this paper, we present PriDSS in two-
tier wireless networks, the first scheme for the administrator of
a dynamic spectrum sharing system to select secondary users in a
differentially operation-time private manner. First, we describe the
operation-time inference attacks on the traditional secondary users
auction without privacy. Then, we bring up a ranking metric to
quantify the administrator’s preference for secondary users. More-
over, based on the exponential mechanism, we calculate the prob-
ability of each secondary user being selected as a winner through
the ranking metric. Finally, a truthful payment method is designed
according to that probability. Extensively theoretical analysis and
evaluations show that PriDSS can simultaneously achieve truth-
fulness, approximate social welfare maximization, and differential
operation-time privacy.

Index Terms—Dynamic spectrum sharing, operation-time pri-
vacy, truthful auction, social welfare maximization, differential
privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

RADIO spectrum plays an important role as not only a
technological innovation enabler in wireless communi-

cations, but also as an economic growth engine. The demand
for radio frequency spectrum has greatly increased with the
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growth in quantity of mobile wireless devices. In order to meet
the rising demands of those spectrum starving devices, govern-
ments try to explore the feasibility of dynamic spectrum shar-
ing [1]–[3] among increasingly wide variety of applications.
For example, in 2015, the Federal Communications Commis-
sion of United States issued a declaration that the spectrum
band from 3550 MHz to 3700 MHz will be released to new
spectrum applications by advanced spectrum sharing systems
[4]. Heterogeneous two-tier architecture [5] has been identi-
fied as one key solution of spectrum sharing systems. The pro-
posed systems must be guaranteed that a tier of primary users
(PUs) must be protect from interference and meanwhile assign
spectrum resources dynamically to the lower tier of secondary
users (SUs).

Generally, spectrum assignments are decided based on a
databases of spectrum management policy and spectrum us-
age information. However, before the databases of information
are used for these sharing systems, primary users have raised
concerns that there is a risk of privacy leakage in these systems.
Different from the television white space system in which most
of the PUs are television broadcasts, plenty of primary systems
in 3550 Mhz–3700 MHz belong to government organization,
such as, Department of Defense radars. The operation informa-
tion which is used to assign spectrum resources by a spectrum
sharing system, such as frequencies, locations, and operation-
time, may be considered very sensitive by the primary users.

The accurate operation-time, the real timeslots that the PUs
transmit messages, is very important in the PUs’ opinion. Firstly,
as pointed out in [6], the operation information, including trans-
mitter identity, location, antenna parameters and operation-time,
of primary users is very sensitive. When the primary users
belong to federal government, especially military, then the leak-
age of sensitive information may result in a serious threat to
the PUs’ privacy. The operation-time privacy problem can be
considered as a special case of a more general SAS (Spectrum
Access System) privacy framework [7]. Secondly, assumed that
there is an adversary who tries to prevent the transmission, if it
does not know the accurate operation-time information of PUs,
then the adversary has to keep its attacking actions for a long
time. As we know that the adversary who launches those at-
tacking actions takes the risk of being detected. The leakage of
operation-time privacy of PUs leads to a higher chance for the
adversary to prevent the transmission without being detected.
Thirdly, if the adversary does not know which channel PUs
are using, it has to constantly launch the attack against all PU
channels, disrupting both valid and invalid communications. In
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practice, the adversary has limited power and financial resources
to perform a constant attack on all channels, then the operation-
time information is important for the adversary to reduce the
power and financial cost, for it only need to perform the at-
tack when the target PU is transmitting messages. Fourthly, the
timeslot, in which the PUs are not using the channel, also should
be protected. If the adversary knows the timeslots in which the
PU is not transmitting, then it can estimate a rough operation-
time, which is the privacy of the PU. In this paper, we aim to
protect the operation-time privacy of PUs, and prevent the ad-
versary judging whether the PUs are transmitting messages with
one channel in any timeslot or not.

There are a few works that have been conducted on the
operation-time privacy of PUs. Bahrak et al. have discussed
the operation-time inference problem and propose two coun-
termeasures against this inference, including adding random
buffer timeslots to forge a longer operation-time interval and
grouping an PU’s k continuous operation-time intervals into a
single operation-time interval [6]. However these two counter-
measures just add some simple noises and the adversary still
can get the roughly operation-time of PUs. The traditional en-
cryption method can be used to protect the data modification
attack, however, it can not be used to protect the operation-time
privacy well under a powerful adversary which compromises
all the SUs. In that case, the adversary can know all the spec-
trum assignment results, and can infer the real operation-time of
PUs, which we will give an inference attack example in detail
in Section IV-B.

To formalize the definition of PUs’ operation-time privacy
clearly, we leverage the notion of differential privacy [8]–[10].
Differential operation-time privacy can be achieved if the change
of an PU’s status, whether it uses a channel in a timeslot or
not, has limited impact on the final result. We also utilize the
exponential mechanism [9] [10], a classic method to design
differentially private schemes, to protect PUs’ operation-time
privacy.

In this paper, we propose a novel scheme PriDSS, in which
the administrator can select spectrum-sharing secondary users
in a differentially private manner. To our knowledge, this is
the first paper which preserves the differential operation-time
privacy of PUs in dynamic spectrum sharing system. Our main
contributions in this paper are as follows. First, we analyze
the SUs selection process without privacy in DSS system and
formulate it as an auction problem. Second, under the previous
formulation, we demonstrate two operation-time inference
attacks. Third, based on exponential mechanism, we present our
PriDSS scheme to provide differential operation-time privacy.
Finally, we evaluate PriDSS thoroughly by theoretical analysis
and simulation studies. Analysis and evaluation results show that
PriDSS can achieve the following objectives simultaneously.

� Differential operation-time privacy: Through the proposed
scheme, even if the adversary knows how the dynamic
spectrum sharing scheme works and can obtain all the
assignment results of SUs, the adversary can neither judge
whether an PU is using a channel or not in a specific
timeslot, nor judge which PU is it when it is told that one
PU is not using the channel in a timeslot.

� Approximate social welfare maximization: PriDSS aims
to approximately maximize the social welfare, which is
the total valuation of the SUs in the winner set which are
allowed to use the sharing channel of PUs.

� Truthfulness: Each PriDSS secondary user has no incentive
to manipulate the bid value and lie about his valuations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we briefly introduce the related works. The sys-
tem model and adversary model are presented in Section III.
In Section IV, we formulate the SUs selection problem and
describe the inference attacks. In Section V, we bring up our
PriDSS scheme with differential privacy and carry out perfor-
mance analysis in Section VI. In Section VII, we thoroughly
evaluate the performance of our PriDSS scheme via simula-
tions. At last, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we briefly introduce the relate works about
the privacy protection techniques in cognitive radio networks.
Spectrum sensing and spectrum sharing are the most two pop-
ular research topics in cognitive radio networks. Firstly, we
will introduce some prior privacy protection works in these two
topics. Secondly, we present some existing techniques about
protecting privacy of PUs. Finally, we introduce some works
about differential privacy.

About the privacy protection in spectrum sensing, some excel-
lent schemes have been proposed to protect the location privacy
of SUs in spectrum sensing systems [11]–[15]. Most of these
schemes aims to protect the physical sensing location informa-
tion and prevent the administrator from inferring it according to
the submitted sensing reports. Gao et al. propose a collaborative
spectrum sensing scheme with privacy preserving property, in
which through cryptographic techniques the fusion center can
acquire the aggregated results without leaking each secondary
user’s private value [12]. Moreover, it bring up a novel sensing
data randomization technique which can provide differential lo-
cation privacy for SUs. Based on differential privacy theory, Jin
et al. propose a scheme PriCSS which aim of hiding sensing
participants’ locations in a spectrum-sensing auction [15].

About the privacy protection in spectrum sharing, works
focus on protecting the bid privacy of SUs. To solve the spec-
trum assignment problem while protecting bidders’ bid pri-
vacy, Huang et al. bring up SPRING [16], which is the first
privacy-preserving and strategy-proof spectrum auction scheme
in noncooperative wireless networks. However, SPRING did not
consider the spatial reusability of spectrum. Wu et al. design a
both strategy-proof and privacy-preserving auction mechanisms
for spatial reusable radio frequency spectrum in [17]. Neither of
those two works consider the revenue gain of the auctioneer and
the privacy of bidders together. By using the graph-partitioning
technique and the differential privacy technique, Zhu et al.
propose a strategy-proof, differentially private and approxi-
mate revenue maximization mechanism for spectrum auction
in [18].

Only a few works have conducted on protecting the opera-
tion parameters privacy of primary users. From the view of PUs
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and spectrum administrator, the operation parameter privacy of
PUs is very important and the PUs will be reluctant to share
their spectrum without operation parameter privacy protection.
Considering that the central server is untrustworthy for preserv-
ing those sensitive operation data, authors in [19] present a
centralized dynamic spectrum access (DSA) system with
privacy-preserving property, which realized a complex spectrum
assignment process of DSA through efficient secure multi-party
computation and homomorphic encryption. Some work aim to
protect the location privacy of PUs. Bahrak et al. [6] provide
several methods to protect the location privacy of PUs, such
as: a perturbative masking method, changing the shape of the
protected contour, a k-anonymity method which combines pro-
tected contours of k PUs and a k-clustering algorithm. Clark
and Psounis [20] discuss two obfuscation strategies for PUs’
location privacy, including inserting false PU entries into the
database and parameter randomization, and found out that the
adversary could estimate the accurate locations of PUs after a
long-term observation of the assignment results.

As to operation-time privacy of PUs to the best of our knowl-
edge, only [6] has discussed this problem. Authors in [6] propose
two countermeasures against operation-time inference, such as
adding random buffer timeslots to forge a longer operation-
time interval and grouping an PU’s k continuous operation-time
intervals into a single operation-time interval. Those two coun-
termeasures just add some simple noises and can not provide
rigorous privacy protection. The adversary still can infer the
roughly operation-time of PUs. In this paper, we want to protect
the operation-time privacy of PUs, even though the adversary
knows all the assignment results by eavesdropping or some other
means.

Recently, differential privacy [8]–[10] has been introduced
into cognitive radio network research. The works in [18] and
[21] try to combine differential privacy with spectrum auctions.
Authors in [15] utilizes differential privacy in spectrum sensing
field. By contrast, our work aim to design a dynamic spec-
trum sharing systems with differential operation-time privacy
property.

In conclusion, there are three major differences between our
proposed system and existing related works. Firstly, we focus
on PUs’ privacy instead of SUs’ privacy in most literatures.
Secondly, compared to a few papers on PUs’ privacy, we aim
to protect operation-time privacy instead of location privacy.
Thirdly, we achieve rigorous privacy using differential privacy
while all other works do not provide such guarantee.

III. SYSTEM AND ADVERSARY MODEL

A. System Model

For simplicity of presentation, we only consider the case of
operation-time privacy-preserving DSS for a single channel C
in this paper. The major notations used in this paper are listed
in Table I.

The PriDSS is run by a trustworthy spectrum administrator.
The PriDSS administrator can accept registrations from PUs
and answer the queries about spectrum-occupancy from SUs. It
runs spectrum assignment algorithm to choose part of secondary

TABLE I
NOTATION DEFINITION

Notation Definition

PUm the mth Primary User, 1 ≤ m ≤M
I th
m the interference threshold of PUm , 1 ≤ m ≤M

SUn the nth Secondary User, 1 ≤ n ≤ N
C the channel that Primary users share with Secondary Users
vn the claimed valuation of SUn ’ for the channel C
vn the true valuation of SUn ’ for the channel C
�n the payment which SUn makes to the administrator for C
SBSn the secondary base station serving SUn , 1 ≤ n ≤ N
pn the power of SBSn , 1 ≤ n ≤ N
gn ,m the gain between SBSn and PUm

dn ,m the distance between SBSn and PUm

In ,m the interference between SBSn and PUm ,
is also the indirect interference between SUn and PUm

βn ,m the ratio of the indirect interference over claimed valuation
SPm the indicator of PUm , PUm =1 means PUm is using C
SSn the indicator of SUn , SUn =1 means SUn is a winner
Ia
m the allowable interference of PUm , 1 ≤ m ≤M

Ω the candidate set of secondary users
ε factors for exponential mechanism of differential privacy
� the maximum input difference for the input SPm

γ the maximum number of SUs in the winnerset

Fig. 1. Cognitive two-tier network model.

users to use the channel C, and tries to maximize its utility
from sharing the channel. In general, there are a large quantity
of secondary users which compete to access the channel, so
we formulate the spectrum assignment problem as an auction
and use the social welfare as the utility function of the system
administrator. It also acts as a trustworthy “seller” who tries
to obtain the maximal social welfare from selling it, and as
an auctioneer who selects part of the bidding SUs to use the
channel, while guaranteeing that the accumulated interference of
SUs to each primary user is less than the interference threshold
of it.

As shown in Fig. 1, the primary system and the secondary
system of the cognitive two-tier network are located in the same
area and we use two levels to describe them for clarity.

The primary system is using the 3550–3700 MHz band
for downlinking data, which means transmitting data from
the satellite to serval earth station receivers (primary users).
There are M primary users, who share the single channel C
in a cooperative way (e.g., TDMA). Each primary user has
its interference threshold, which can not be exceeded when
sharing the channel C with secondary users. The set of pri-
mary users is

−−→
PU = {PU1, PU2, . . . , PUM } with location set

LP U = {LPU1 , LPU2 , . . . , LPUM
} and interference threshold set
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Ith = {Ith
1 , Ith

2 , . . . , Ith
M }. The secondary system includes sev-

eral downlink cognitive small-cell base stations (SBS). The
SBSs serve the secondary users

−→
SU = {SU1, SU2, . . . , SUN }

with location set LSU = {LSU1 , LSU2 , . . . , LSUN
}, which are in-

terested in the channel C and bid for it. Similar to [23], the SBS
in each cell serves no more than one secondary user at the same
time. Furthermore, the SBSs and the users are all equipped with
single antenna. The first tier (the primary system) is unaware of
the presence of the second tier, so the two tiers are exclusively
independent to each other and there is no cross-tier cooperation
between them.

The true valuation of SUn for the channel C is vn , and the
bid of SUn is bn = (LSUn

, vn ), where vn is his claimed valu-
ation to use the channel. We assume vn is valued in the range
of [vmin , vmax], where vmax and vmin are reasonable maximum
and minimum possible valuation, respectively. The SBS serv-
ing SUn is denoted as SBSn . The gain and distance between
SBSn and PUm is denoted as gn,m and dn,m respectively. The
transmitting power of SBSn is pn . Since the primary system
of two-tier network shares the channel C in a cooperative way
(e.g., TDMA) and also shares it with the secondary system, so
any transmission between a pair of SBS and SU in the secondary
system will produce interference to all the PUs. The interference
between SBSn and PUm can be calculated as In,m = pn · gn,m .

We consider the downlink transmission of secondary system,
if SUn is selected as a winner, there must exist a interference
In,m between SBSn and PUm . So we call interference In,m is
also the indirect interference between SUn and PUm .

It is noted that our system model allows multiple SUs in a
cell competing the channel, however, for only one channel are
considered to be shared, the SUs in a cell can only be served in
a TDMA way. So the SBS in each cell serves no more than one
secondary user at the same time. In one cell, if there are multiple
SUs competing the only channel in a timeslot, then the indirect
interferences between those SUs in that cell and a PU are the
same, because the indirect inference between SUn and PUm is
calculated as pn · gn,m , where pn is the transmitting power of
SBSn in that cell and gn,m is the gain between SBSn and PUm .
So the SU with the highest bid in that cell will be chosen to
participate the spectrum auction, and other SUs in that cell will
be neglected for they have no chance to be allocated with the
channel.

In this paper, we discuss the downlink transmission not the
uplink transmission of cognitive two-tier networks. The differ-
ence between downlink transmission and uplink transmission is
that the transmitters (or the receivers) are different. In the sec-
ondary system, the transmitters of uplink transmission are the
SUs, leading to a little more complicated system model and dif-
ferent computation of the interference, which will be discussed
in my future works. The key idea of our proposed method can
still be used to protected the operation-time privacy of PUs in
uplink cognitive two-tier networks.

B. Adversary Model

In this paper, we try to maximize the ability of the adversary
and aim to preserve the operation-time privacy of PUs, even if
the adversary nearly has all background knowledge except the

operation-time of PUs. In this case, if the adversary still can
not deduce the operation-time of PUs from its knowledge and
spectrum assignment results, then this PriDSS scheme can be
called as an excellent operation-time privacy-preserving DSS
system.

The adversary includes internal attackers and external attack-
ers to PriDSS and they may also collude. An internal attacker
refers to an SU or a SBS of PriDSS system. Internal attackers
are assumed to be honest-but-curious (HBC) which means that
they faithfully fulfill the spectrum auction, and will share their
operation parameters and the spectrum assignment results with
other attackers. The HBC assumption is commonly adopted to
model the attackers in the literature, which is not carrying out
denial-of-service attacks. On the contrary, an external attacker
does not take part in PriDSS while trying to infer the operation-
time information of PUs from public information.

By those internal attackers and external attackers, the ad-
versary can maximize its ability. We assume the adversary has
arbitrary knowledge about SUs and SBSs and try to infer the
operation-time privacy of PUs. We consider a special case that
all SUs and SBSs are attackers, so the adversary can know
all the operation parameters including identities, locations and
assignment results of the SUs and SBSs.

We also assume that the adversary knows about most of PUs’
operation parameters, including the locations of PUs, the inter-
ference thresholds of the PUs and the channel C, but do not
know the accurate operation-time of PUs which is what we
want to protect. These assumptions are reasonable, because the
locations of PUs are static and public in some cases. [20] also
proves that the locations of PUs can be estimated from contin-
uous observations of assignment results, so are the interference
thresholds.

It is noted that the aim of our paper is not to prevent DoS
attack, eavesdropping attack, and data modification attack, all
of which have been analyzed by former researchers for a long
time. Generally, it is really hard to prevent DoS attack and eaves-
dropping attack, and encryption method can be used to prevent
data modification attack. All those attacks are about security,
however, this paper focus on protect the operation-time privacy
of PUs. Even though traditional encryption methods have been
used to prevent data modification attack, and all SUs are truth-
ful and follow normal communication protocol, the adversary
still can infer the operation-time privacy of PUs, which will be
proved in Section IV-B. So based on differential privacy theory,
we will propose a new method to protect the operation-time
privacy of PUs.

IV. SECONDARY USERS SELECTION IN DSS WITHOUT PRIVACY

A. Secondary Users Selection Problem Formulation

The administrator tends to maximize its utility (social wel-
fare) by selecting the SUs using the channel. We use

−→
SP =

{SP1, SP2, . . . , SPM } to denote the status set of PUs, which is
also the input data, and SPm is an indicator for PUm :

SPm =

{
1, PUm is using the channel C

0, otherwise
(1)
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We use
−→
SS = {SS1, SS2, . . . , SSN } to denote the status set

of SUs after the selection, which is also the output data set after
the auction, and SSn is an indicator for SUn :

SSn =

{
1, SUn is selected into the winner set

0, otherwise
(2)

The utility of SUn whose bid bn is accepted is defined as
“un = (vn − �n ) · SSn ”, where �n is the payment which SUn

makes to the administrator. The utility and the payment are set to
0 if the secondary user is not a winner. We also assume that the
SUs know the spectrum assignment algorithm and the payment
computation method ahead of time. Each secondary user wants
to maximize his own utility by choosing different strategies. So
the claimed valuation vn might not necessarily same to the true
valuation vn for each secondary user.

We want to design a truthful scheme in which SUs have no
incentive to lie about their claimed valuation and formulate the
secondary users selection in PriDSS as follows without consid-
ering operation-time privacy.

max
N∑

n=1

SSn · vn

s.t.⎧⎨
⎩
∑N

n=1 pn · gn,m ·SSn · SPm ≤ Im th, (1≤m≤M)

SSn = 0, 1 (1≤n≤N)
(3)

The objective of the formulation is to obtain the maximum
social welfare, which refers to the total valuation of the SUs
in the winner set. The first constraint above indicates that the
accumulated interference between the SUs in the winner set
and each PU is less than that PU’s interference threshold. The
second constraint means the value of SSn equals 1 or 0 for
all secondary users. SSn = 1 when the nth secondary user is
selected into the winner set, otherwise, SSn = 0.

B. Operation-Time of PU is No Secret

Now we exemplify an attack to infer a PriDSS PU’s operation-
time privacy when a winner set is selected under the spectrum
auction framework described in Section IV-A. The operation-
time attack can be divided into two inference phases as follows.
Based on the background and assignment results, can the ad-
versary judge whether there exists one PU which is not using
the channel in a timeslot or not? Moreover, if the adversary is
told that there is one PU is not using the channel in a times-
lot, can the adversary judge which PU it is? The operation-time
privacy is important and sensitive in the PUs’ opinion. If the ad-
versary knows the accurate operation-time of PUs, it will have
high chance to produce huge damage to the PUs without being
detected.

Inference 1: whether there exist one PU which is not using
the channel C.

The key insight for operation-time inference attack is that the
assignment results will be different if only one PU’s operation-
time changed.

Fig. 2. A simple network with 2 PUs and 3 SUs.

According to the SUs selection problem formulated in
Section IV-A, we compare the assignment results of two times-
lots. If all the PUs are using the channel C in these two timeslots,
and all the operation parameters of PUs and SUs, including loca-
tions, claimed valuations, interference thresholds and powers,
are same, then the assignment results of these two timeslots
should be same too. Therefore, if the assignment results of two
timeslots are different, and the adversary with maximal ability
can make sure that the all the operation parameters of PUs and
SUs except the operation-time parameter are same, then the ad-
versary can infer that not all the PUs are using the channel C in
these two timeslots. In other words, the adversary can conclude
that there exist one PU which is not using the channel C in one
timeslot.

Inference 2: which PU is not using the channel C.
After the adversary concludes there is an PU which is not

using the channel in one timeslot, can he infer which PU it
is? We use an example to demonstrate the inference process.
In Fig. 2, there are 2 PUs sharing the channel and 3 SUs
bidding for it. In Fig. 2, all PUs’ interference thresholds are
same and equal to Ith = 1.0 and the decimal number on each
dash line is the interference between the corresponding SBS
and the PU. vn is the SUn ’s valuation for the channel and bid
with it.

Each PU have two statuses in a timeslot: on or off, which
means the PU is using the channel (called as an active PU) or
not (called as an inactive PU) in that timeslot. Based on the sec-
ondary users selection formulation (3), when both PU1 and PU2

are using the channel, then the winner set is winnerset1 =
{SU2, SU3}. For the other three different combinations of
two PUs’ statuses, there are two winner sets winnerset2 =
{SU1, SU3} and winnerset3 = {SU1, SU2, SU3}.

Now we will introduce a weaker adversary model than the
adversary model in Section III-B. If the inference can attack
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successfully under the weaker adversary model, it also can at-
tack successfully under the more powerful adversary model in
Section III-B. We assume the adversary does not know the lo-
cations of PUs and the value of interference threshold Ith. So
it does not know the real interferences on all dash lines. But
it knows that there are two PUs and interference thresholds of
them are same. It also knows the powers of SBSs are same and
all operation parameters about SUs.

Now we will present the detail inference attack process,
through which the adversary can infer which PU is on or not
based on the winnersets and its knowledge.

Inference Step 1: One scenario for winnerset3 is that both
PU1 and PU2 are inactive, and there is at least one active PU
when winnerset1 or winnerset2 happens.

Inference Step 2: According to winnerset2, the adversary
knows that the sum inference of SBS1 and SBS3 to at least one
active PU is less than interference threshold Ith.

Inference Step 3: The bid value of SU1 is 1.2, which is larger
than that of SU2. So when winnerset1 happens, the reason for
choosing {SU2, SU3} but not choosing {SU1, SU3}, is that the
sum interference of SBS1 and SBS3 to at least one active PU is
larger than the interference threshold Ith.

Inference Step 4: Based on the result of Inference step 2 and
Inference step 3, the adversary can infer that the sum inference of
SBS1 and SBS3 to one PU is larger than its interference threshold
Ith, and calls it PUa . It can also get the sum inference of SBS1

and SBS3 to the other PU is less than interference threshold
Ith, and calls that PU PUb . Because the powers of SBSs are
same and the gain is proportional to the distance between the
transmitter and receiver, the adversary can conclude the PUa is
closer to SBS1 and SBS3 than PUb .

The adversary can also infer that PUa is active when
winnerset1 happens, and PUa is inactive when winnerset2
happens, which successfully infer the operation-time privacy of
PUa . Furthermore, if the SUs change the bid value, the adver-
sary can infer PUb ’s operation-time privacy by similar steps.
For the weaker adversary model introduced before the Infer-
ence Steps, the adversary does not know the real identifications
of the PUs (i.e., PU1 and PU2), so it can only name the PUs
with other names (e.g., PUa and PUb ), and it can still infer the
operation-time privacy of PUs with these names. For the power-
ful adversary model defined in the Section III-B, the adversary
can know that PUa is PU1 and PUb is PU2, and can infer the
operation-time privacy of PU1 and PU2.

V. SECONDARY USERS SELECTION WITH DIFFERENTIAL

OPERATION-TIME PRIVACY

So far, we have formulated secondary users selection in
PriDSS, and presented a few inference attacks under the formu-
lation, which can seriously threaten the operation-time privacy
of PriDSS primary users. In this section, we introduce some
background about truthful auction and differential privacy the-
ory. Then based on differential privacy, we present an advanced
formulation for secondary users selection in the PriDSS system
to achieve truthfulness, approximate social welfare maximiza-
tion and differential operation-time privacy simultaneously.

A. Background

For better understanding of our scheme, we first introduce
some background knowledge.

Definition 1: (Truthful Auction) An auction is truthful if and
only if any bidder’s (expected) utility of bidding its true valua-
tion vn is at least its (expected) utility of bidding any other value
vn [15] [24],

ui(vn , v−n ) ≥ ui(vn , v−n ), (4)

where v−n means other agents’ bids.
Theorem 1: A decreasing output function admits a truthful

payment scheme satisfying voluntary participation if and only if∫∞
0 xi(v−n , u)du ≤ ∞ for all n, v−n . In this case, we can take

the payments to be [25] [15]

�i(v−n , vn ) = vnxn (v−n , vn ) +
∫ ∞

vn

xn (v−n , u)du (5)

Differential privacy theory is a classic technique to provide
statistical guarantee on privacy leakage. The core idea of it is
that the outputs of the scheme are almost same if the inputs
are two nearly identical data sets (different for a single ele-
ment) [15]. The definition of differential privacy is formalized as
follows [8].

Definition 2: (Differential Privacy) A randomized function
M gives ε-differential privacy if for all data sets D1 and D2

differing on at most one element, and for all S ⊆ Range(M),

Pr[M(D1) ∈ S] ≤ exp(ε)× Pr[M(D2) ∈ S]. (6)

As we know, exponential mechanism [9] [10] is a powerful
tool to realize differential privacy. We define a query function
q(A, r) which maps a pair of input A and candidate outcome r
to a real valued “score”. The score is higher, the performance
that the mechanism achieved is better. Specifically, the score is
defined as follows.

Pr[εε
q (A) = r] ∝ exp(εq(A, r)). (7)

The exponential mechanism offers 2εΔ differential privacy,
where Δ is the is the upper-bound of difference of two data sets.

The following theorem means that the probability of a highly
suboptimal output is exponentially low [27].

Theorem 2: The exponential mechanism, when used to se-
lect an output r ∈ R, gives 2εΔ-differential privacy, letting
ROP T be the subset of R achieving q(A, r) = maxr q(A, r),
ensures that

Pr

[
q(A, εε

q (A)) < max
r

q(A, r)− ln(|R|/|ROP T |)
ε

− t

ε

]

≤ exp(−t). (8)

B. Differentially Private Secondary Users Selection

Before we present the differentially private secondary users
selection algorithm, we first bring up an approximation algo-
rithm to solve the secondary users selection problem without
considering privacy, then we will combine the differential pri-
vacy mechanism with the approximation algorithm to protect
the operation-time privacy of primary users.
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The secondary users selection problem in Section IV-A can
be essentially treated as Knapsack problem which is know-
ingly NP-complete. Thus our secondary users selection prob-
lem is also NP-complete, and an iterative approximation
algorithm are proposed to solve it as follows. First of all, we
define the contributory welfare of an SU as his claimed valua-
tion over the sum indirect interference to all the PUs. Then, in
each iteration, a new SU with the maximum contributory wel-
fare among the remaining SUs is selected into the winner set.
At last, the algorithm terminates when one constraint will not
be satisfied if selecting one more SU as a winner. One SU is
called to outbid another when the latter is selected later than the
former.

In order to protect the operation-time privacy of primary users,
we bring up an approximate algorithm based the exponential
mechanism, which achieves the desired approximate maximum
social welfare and differential operation-time privacy .

In PriDSS, the administrator aims to choose part of SUs to use
the shared spectrum, and the notation in the following algorithm
can be referred in Section III.

We first carry out PreProcess() function to remove some
invalid SUs and calculate some parameters. In Algorithm 1,
thePreProcess() function has threefold functions. Firstly, it com-
putes the indirect interference In,m between each pair of SUn

and PUm , and remove those SUs, whose indirect interferences
between each of them and any PU are larger than that PU’s inter-
ference threshold, from the candidate set Ω (line 2-7). Secondly,
it calculates the sum indirect interference In for each SU in the
candidate set (line 8), and sort all the sum indirect inferences in
ascending order (line 11). Then we can get the maximum num-
ber of SUs γ in the winner set, if the administrator always select
the SU with minimum indirect interference from the remaining
candidate set Ω into the winner set (line 12). Thirdly, the ratio
of the indirect interference between each pair of SU and PU
over the valuation is denoted as β, e.g., βn,m = pn ·gn , m

vn
. we

computes the maximum β among the SUs the candidate set Ω
and denotes it as βmax (line 13).

Then, a ranking metric is used to quantify the spectrum admin-
istrator’s preference for SUs, which applies to SUn (n ∈ [1, N ]):

r(SUn ) =
∑M

m=1 pn · gn,m · SPm

vn
. (9)

The rationale of the ranking metric is as follows. As
we know, the SU with the largest contributory welfare among
the remaining SUs have a highest priority to be selected by
the spectrum administrator. The contributory welfare of an SU
is calculated by his claimed valuation over the sum interfer-
ence to all the PUs. In each iteration, we calculate the ranking
preference for each SU. Then for any remaining SUn , which
has not been selected as a winner, we compute a quality score
as follows,

q(SUn , SSn ) = −r(SUn ). (10)

The ”−” sign in the above equation is used to fit the exponential
mechanism for choose the largest contributory welfare in each
iteration. It is obvious that r(SUn ) is smaller, the quality score

Algorithm 1: PreProcess() function.
Input: Threshold set Ith, claimed valuation set v, power

set p, gain set g, candidate set Ω,
−−→
PU ,

−→
SU and PUs’

status set
−→
SP ,

Output: Ω, the
maximum number of winner set γ, the maximum β in
the candidate set βmax

1: calculate the sum of interference threshold
Îth←∑M

m=1 Ith
m

2: calculate the indirect interference In,m = pn · gn,m

between each pair (SUn , PUm )
3: for all SUn ∈ Ω do
4: if exist m ∈ [1,M ] satisfies In,m > Ith

m then
5: Ω← Ω− {SUn}
6: end if
7: end for
8: for all SUn ∈ Ω do
9: calculate In =

∑M
m=1 In,m

10: end for
11: sort all the In within Ω in ascending order
12: calculate γ, the maximum number of SUs in the winner

set, assuring that the sum of first γ interference in the
sorted interference set is less than Îth

13: calculate the maximum β of the SUs in the candidate
set βmax, which means βmax = max

1≤m≤M,SUn ∈Ω

βn,m = max
1≤m≤M,SUn ∈Ω

pn ·gn , m

vn
.

of SUn is higher. During the process of winner selection the
administrator tend to select the SU with higher quality score.

The details of our assignment scheme is illustrated in
Algorithm 2. Based on the exponential mechanism, we com-
pute the probability of SUn being selected into the winner
set as

Pr[SSn = 1] = exp (−ε′ · r(SUn )) , (11)

where ε′ is specified as ε
�·βmax·γ . � is the maximum input

difference for the input SPm , which equals max (SPm )−
min (SPm ) = 1. ε is a parameter to balance the privacy leakage
and efficiency (social welfare maximization in our scenario).
The probability of SUn being selected can thus be derived con-
sidering all the unselected SUs in candidate set in line 8 of
Algorithm 2. The probability are normalized by the overall SUs’
selection probability. According to the selection probabilities in
the candidate Ω, we assume that the winner being selected in
this iteration is SUn . Then We remove SUn from Ω and add
SUn into the winner set W . Moreover, we modify each PU’s
remaining allowable interference Ia

m and remove those SUs,
which interference between any of them and any PU is larger
than that PU’s remaining allowable interference, from Ω.

Based on Theorem 1, we can design a truthful payment
method. The payment that each winner SUn paid to the
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Algorithm 2: Secondary Users Selection in PriDSS.
Input: Threshold set Ith, claimed valuation set v, power

set p, gain set g, PUs’ status set SP ,
−−→
PU and

−→
SU .

Output: Winner Set W , social welfare Wel.
1: Initialization:W ← ∅,Wel← 0, candidate set

Ω← −→SU , allowable interference set Ia ← Ith
2: PreProcess();
3: ε′ ← ε

�·βm a x ·γ ;

4: for all SUn ∈ −→SU do
5: r(SUn ) =

∑M
m = 1 pn ·gn , m ·SPm

vn
;

6: end for
7: for all SUn ∈ Ω do
8: Pr[W ←W ∪ {SUn}] = exp(−ε ′·r(SUn ))∑

SUi ∈Ω exp(−ε ′·r(SUi ))
;

9: end for
10: Select SUn according to the computed probability

distribution.
11: if SUn is selected then
12: Ω← Ω− {SUn};
13: W ←W ∪ {SUn};
14: Wel = Wel + vn ;
15: Ia

m = Ia
m − gn,m · pn ,m ∈ [1,M ];

16: for all SUj ∈ Ω do
17: if exist m ∈ [1,M ] satisfies Ij,m > Ia

m then
18: Ω← Ω− {SUj};
19: end if
20: end for
21: end if

administrator is

�n (v−n , vn )

= vn (1− xn (v−n , vn )) +
∫ vmax

vn

(1− xn (v−n , u))du

= vmax − vn · xn (v−n , vn )−
∫ vmax

vn

xn (v−n , u)du (12)

where xn (v−n , vn ) stands for the probability of SUn being se-
lected as a winner, when SUn ’s claimed valuation is vn and
others’ claimed valuation vector is v−n .

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Till now, we have proposed our scheme PirDSS detailedly.
In this section, we will prove how PriDSS achieves the three
desired objectives:differential operation-time privacy, approxi-
mate social welfare maximization, and truthfulness.

A. Differential Operation-Time Privacy

Theorem 3: PriDSS preserves (e− 1)ε-differential
operation-time privacy.

Proof: In two successive auction rounds, we assume
that there are two neighboring status sets of PUs

−→
SP =

{SP1, SP2, . . . , SPM } and
−−→
SP ′ = {SP ′1, SP ′2, . . . , SP ′M } in

which only the lth index elements of these two status sets are

different. SPm = SP ′m for all m ∈ [1,M ] except m = l. Differ-
ential privacy requires that taking these two neighboring status
sets as input, the probabilities that the winner set is W or W ′ are
almost the same. The reason of our proof is that according to the
two ordered winner sets W and W ′, we can get an upper-bound
for Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]/Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}].
Thereinto, for any j > i, wj is selected before wj . For simplic-
ity of description, we use the notations pi and vi to denote the
power and valuation of SUwi

separately. The formal proofs are
as follows.

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]

=
k∏

i=1

exp(−ε ′
∑M

m = 1 gi , m ·SPm ·pi /vi )∑
j ∈Ω i

exp(−ε ′
∑M

m = 1 gj , m ·SPm ·pj /vj )
exp(−ε ′

∑M
m = 1 gi , m ·SP ′m ·pi /vi )∑

j ∈Ω i
exp(−ε ′

∑M
m = 1 gj , m ·SP ′m ·pj /vj )

=
k∏

i=1

exp
(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gi,m · SPm · pi

vi

)
exp

(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gi,m · SP ′m · pi

vi

)

·
k∏

i=1

∑
j∈Ω i

exp
(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · SP ′m · pj

vj

)
∑

j∈Ω i
exp

(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · SPm · pj

vj

) (13)

= exp
(

ε′
∑k

i=1
gi,l · (SP ′l − SPl) · pi

vi

)

·
k∏

i=1

∑
j∈Ω i

exp
(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · SP ′m · pj

vj

)
∑

j∈Ω i
exp

(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · SPm · pj

vj

) , (14)

where Ω1 is the candidate set Ω after PreProcess() is carried
out and Ωi is the candidate set Ω before wi(i > 1)) is selected
into winner set.

If SP ′l > SPl , the second product is smaller than 1, then

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]

< exp

(
ε′

k∑
i=1

gi,l · (SP ′l − SPl) · pi

vi

)

= exp

(
ε

Δ · βmax · γ ·
k∑

i=1

gi,l · (SP ′l − SPl) · pi

vi

)
(15)

In Algorithm 1, γ is the maximum number of winner set and
βmax is the maximum β in the candidate set, so γ ≥ k and βmax
is larger or equals than any βi = pi ·gi , l

vi
, so

∑k
i=1 gi,l · pi

vi
≤

βmax · γ. And as we know SP ′l − SPl = Δ = 1, then

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]

< exp

(
ε

� · βmax · γ ·
k∑

i=1

gi,l · (SP ′l − SPl) · pi

vi

)

< exp(ε) (16)
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If SP ′l < SPl , the first product is smaller than 1. Then we denote
that αm = SPm − SP ′m , therefor,

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]

<
k∏

i=1

∑
j∈Ω i

exp
(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · SP ′m · pj

vj

)
∑

j∈Ω i
exp

(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · SPm · pj

vj

)

=
k∏

i=1

⎡
⎣
∑

j∈Ω i
exp

(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · SP ′m · pj

vj

)
∑

j∈Ω i
exp

(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · αm · pj

vj

)

· 1

exp
(
−ε′

∑M
m=1 gj,m · SP ′m · pj

vj

)
⎤
⎦

=
k∏

i=1

Ej∈Ω i

[
exp

(
ε′ ·

M∑
m=1

gj,m · αm · pj

vj

)]

=
k∏

i=1

Ej∈Ω i

[
exp

(
ε′ · gj,l · αl · pj

vj

)]
(17)

where αl = 1, ε′ = ε
�·βmax·γ .

We know γ is the maximum number of winner set and βmax

is the maximum β in the candidate set, so βmax is larger or
equals than any βj = pj ·gj , l

vj
.Note that for all η ≤ 1, eη ≤ 1 +

(e− 1)η, therefor,

Pr[W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]
Pr[W ′ = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}]

≤
k∏

i=1

Ej∈Ω i

[
1 + (e− 1)

(
ε′ · gj,l · αl · pj

vj

)]

≤ exp

(
(e− 1) · ε′ ·

k∑
i=1

Ej∈Ω i

(
gj,l · αl · pj

vj

))

= exp

(
(e− 1) · ε
� · βmax · γ ·

k∑
i=1

Ej∈Ω i

(
gj,l · αl · pj

vj

))

≤ exp((e− 1)ε) (18)

From (16) and (18), we prove PriDSS preserves (e− 1)ε-
differential operation-time privacy.

B. Approximate Social Welfare Maximization

Theorem 4: With the probability of at least 1− 1/NO(1) ,
PriDSS can assign channel C to a set of winners with a social
welfare of at least τ ·OP T

Î th
−O(ln(N)), where OPT denotes

the optimal (maximum) social welfare, N is the number of
secondary users, τ is the minimum sum indirect interference
from an SU to all the PUs and Îth is the sum of PUs’ interference
thresholds.

Proof: The winner set with the maximum social welfare is
denoted as WOP T , and an arbitrary winner set is denoted as W .

The winners in W is numbered according to the selection order,
i.e., W = {w1, w2, . . . , wl}.

We construct a set Wi for each i ∈W , under constraints
(∀j ∈Wi) as follows:

1) j ∈WOP T ;
2) j ∈ Ω before i is selected;
3) j will be removed from Ω after i is selected.
The above constraints means the reason for secondary user

j not being selected into W is that there is a secondary user
i competing the channel with secondary user j, and i wins. In
addition, secondary user j will be removed from Ω for its indirect
interference exceed PUs’ remaining allowable interference Ia .

It is notable that the q function in (8) refers to the unified
quality scores in our scenario. So, by taking t = O(ln(N)), we
have

− Ii

vi
≥ − Ij

vj
−O(ln(N))

i.e.

vj ≤ Ij · vi

Ii
+O(ln(N))

≤ Ij · vi

τ
+O(ln(N)) (19)

with a probability of at least 1− 1/NO(1) , where Ii =∑M
m=1 pi · gi,m · SPm , τ = min1≤i≤N (Ii).
We denote Îth =

∑M
m=1 Im th, so Îth ≥∑j∈WO P T

Ij . Sum-
ming all j(j ∈Wi) together, we can get∑

j∈Wi

vj ≤
(vi

τ
+O(ln(N))

)
·
∑
j∈Wi

Ij

≤ Îth
τ
· vi +O(ln(N)) (20)

with a probability of at least 1− 1/NO(1) .
By summing all i(i ∈W ), we get∑

j∈WO P T

vj =
∑

j∈WO P T −W

vj +
∑

j∈WO P T ∩W

vj

=
∑

i∈W −WO P T

⎛
⎝∑

j∈Wi

vj

⎞
⎠+

∑
j∈WO P T ∩W

vj

=
∑

i∈W −WO P T

⎛
⎝∑

j∈Wi

vj

⎞
⎠+

∑
i∈WO P T ∩W

vi

≤ Îth
τ
·
∑
i∈W

vi +O(ln(N)) (21)

with a probability of at least 1− 1/NO(1) .
From (21) we can get∑

i∈W

vi ≥ τ ·OPT

Îth
−O(ln(N)) (22)

with a probability of at least 1− 1/NO(1) .
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C. Truthfulness

Now we prove that PriDSS is truthful. According to
Theorem 1, we need to prove that the selection process of PriDSS
is monotone decreasing.

Lemma 5: In PriDSS, for each secondary user i, 1−
xi(v−i , vi) is monotone decreasing, which is equivalent to that
xi(v−i , vi), the probability of SUi being selected as a winner, is
monotone increasing with his claimed valuation vi .

Proof: Due to the randomized selection property of PriDSS,
we only need to prove that the probability of SUi being selected
as winner is increasing, when his claimed valuation vi increases
in each round.

Pr(W ←W ∪ {SUi})

=
exp (−ε′ · r(SUi))∑
j∈Ω exp(−ε′ · r(SUj )

=
exp(−ε′ · r(SUi))

exp(−ε′ · r(SUi) +
∑

j∈Ω\{SUi } exp(−ε′ · r(SUj )

= 1−
∑

j∈Ω\{SUi } exp(−ε′ · r(SUj )

exp(−ε′ · r(SUi) +
∑

j∈Ω\{SUi } exp(−ε′ · r(SUj )
(23)

In the above equation, r(SUi) will decreases if vi rises. Then
exp(−ε′ · r(SUi) will increases, leading to the total equation
value to increase. This means that assuming SUi not being
selected in previous rounds, if we increase the value of vi , the
probability of SUi being selected in the winner set W increases
in every round.

Thus the following theorem is established:
Theorem 6: PriDSS is truthful.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we will evaluate whether PriDSS can achieve
differential operation-time privacy and approximate social wel-
fare maximization by simulations in Matlab.

In the simulation, a square urban area of 10 km by 10 km is
divided into cells. The length of each cell is 500 meters, so there
are 400 cells in this area. The PriDSS administrator manages the
PUs sharing a single channel C = 3.6× 109Hz with SUs. The
number of PUs M varies from 2 to 10 and the number of SUs N
varies from 100 to 400. PUs are uniformly distributed located
in the area. SUs are randomly located in the different cells,
and there is one SU at most in each cell. The valuation of SUs
v are uniformly distributed in the valuation range [vmin, vmax].
We set the valuation range [vmin, vmax] to [100, 2000] and then
normalize it to [0, 1].

Similar to [20], we also opt for a simple two-ray ground
propagation model for the mean channel gain between any SU
and any PU. The antenna heights of PUs and SUs are 100 m and
2 m separately. The powers of SBSs p are set to be 23 dBm, and
the interference thresholds Ith of PUs are set to be −80 dBm.
We set the value of the privacy parameter ε to 0.5 or 5.0. The
simulations are performed in MATLAB, and each result stands
for the average value of 100 runs.

Fig. 3. Privacy loss for 3 PUs .

Fig. 4. Privacy loss for 8 PUs.

During the simulation process, we used two metrics to eval-
uate the performance of PriDSS. The first metric is the privacy
loss, which is defined according to Definition 2,

ε = max
S

ln
Pr(M(D1) ∈ S)
Pr(M(D2) ∈ S)

, (24)

where D1 and D2 correspond to two PUs’ status sets
−→
SP s which

only one element of them are different. We can get that ε is
smaller, the impact that the change of a single status of PU on
the final auction results is less, and thus each PU enjoys more
operation-time privacy. The second metric we used is the social
welfare of administrator (or total valuation of winners), which
is expected to be as high as possible. In order to comparison,
we demonstrate the social welfare of PriCSS and the approxi-
mation algorithm without considering privacy demonstrated in
Section IV-A.

Firstly, we evaluate the operation-time privacy loss in PriDSS.
We have proved that PriDSS preserves (e− 1)ε-differential
operation-time privacy in Section VI. We set ε = 0.5 or 5.0
in the simulations. Figs. 3 and 4 show the achievable privacy
losses in PriDSS with three PUs and eight PUs, and the privacy
losses in simulations are lower than the theoretical privacy loss
value. We can find that when ε = 0.5, all privacy losses are less
than 0.05, which is much lower than the theoretical privacy loss
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Fig. 5. Social welfare for 150 SUs.

Fig. 6. Social welfare for 350 SUs.

(e− 1)ε ≈ 0.8. We can get similar conclusions when ε = 5.0.
This means that the change of s any PU’s status has limited im-
pact on the final auction result. Then differential privacy mech-
anism guarantees that arbitrary adversary can not infer the PUs’
operation-time by performing the inference attacks introduced
in Section IV-B or any other attack actions.

In Figs. 5 and 6, we also show the social welfare when there
are 150 and 350 SUs. As expected, the social welfare of ap-
proximate algorithm decrease as the number of PUs rises. The
reason of that is when there are more PUs, more SUs includ-
ing many welfare-superiority SUs are removed from candidate
set for the interference threshold. However, the decreasing trend
was greatly depressed with PriDSS for both ε = 0.5 and ε = 5.0
cases. The exponential mechanism requires that every SU is se-
lected based on a probability and can balance the influence of
more PUs.

We illustrate the social welfare in PriDSS and the approxi-
mate algorithm without privacy (denoted as approx.) when there
are three and eight PUs in Figs. 7 and 8. We find that the so-
cial welfare of the approximate algorithm tends to increase as
the number of SUs increases because of more SUs compet-
ing the channel. However, the trend to increase can not be ob-
served with PriDSS for both ε = 0.5 and ε = 5.0. This is mainly

Fig. 7. Social welfare for 3 PUs.

Fig. 8. Social welfare for 8 PUs.

because the advantage of welfare-superiority SUs, which claim
larger contributory welfare and hope to have more chance of
being selected, is weakened due to increased number of SUs in
PriDSS. That is to say, when the number of SUs increases, the
ranking metrics of welfare-superiority SUs play less significant
roles.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed PriDSS, a novel scheme in which
the administrator can select spectrum-sharing SUs in a differ-
entially operation-time private manner. After thorough privacy
proving and efficiency analysis, we evaluate the performance
of PriDSS extensively. Analysis and evaluation results shows
that PriDSS can achieve three design objectives simultaneously:
truthfulness, approximate social welfare maximization and
differential operation-time privacy.
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